Meeting begins 19:01

01 Gordy More: Hi everybody, I am a geo major and I'm interested in the sustainability position. I've had some experience with sustainability, I work in the sus office and am involved in a few orgs on campus too.

02 JL: Some background, we made an app last semester and received 8 complete apps. We put together some loose criteria, passion, experience, and a relative young age for continued work. We met and submitted our preferences, we want to hire Gordy.

03 RB: He'll be with us for the rest of the semester working on the compostable dishware law, he'll also work on starting things up next semester. Thanks for looking at the compost bill, one complaint was about tracking. MCSG shouldn't have to worry about that, Gordy will be monitoring the org use of the dishware and will make sure its being used correctly.

04 AH: One concern was that only MCSG and orgs could use it, so we expanded that rule to encompass many orgs and committees that use the Student Act Fund can use it.

05 JL: Mailing services is handling distribution, and they are very sanitary. They will even use compostable gloves.

06 RB: Last concern was about overdrawing the account, we have 500$. Each piece is about a cent so that’s 50000 pieces available. If that's too much or too little we can adjust that later in the year. Any other concerns? I move to approve this bill.

07 JL: Quick comment, if we put on events we need to use this program. SRSC, PI, we should all go through this process.

08 PM: When are we going to make this mandatory?

09 RB: Good question, one thing we should do after this we should talk to orgs about including it in the budget. I don't think we can make it mandatory just yet.

10 JL: If the orgs have dishware in their budgets, we can say no to that and have them use the program. It will be well advertised when budgeting comes around.

18 for, 0 opp, 0 abstain. Compost bill passed.

11 JK: You can make a quiz on Buzzfeed.com so use that.

12 IC: The type of questions should reveal a quality of someone. It will be multiple choice so we need to make it fun.

13 JL: That's the idea, we want to have this be done before the end of march.

14 JL: If there is a better way to remind people to come that would be appreciated. We sent out emails and the like… maybe a text message.

15 RB: He'll be with us for the rest of the semester working on the compostable dishware law, he'll also work on starting things up next semester. Thanks for looking at the compost bill, one complaint was about tracking. MCSG shouldn't have to worry about that, Gordy will be monitoring the org use of the dishware and will make sure its being used correctly.

16 JK: If there is a better way to remind people to come that would be appreciated. We sent out emails and the like… maybe a text message.

17 JL: That's the idea, we want to have this be done before the end of march.

18 JK: So, as you know, this past Saturday was mac @ nite, it was well attended. We made 19 blankets that will be donated which is great. There were only 3 non-suc members there, we requested a serious presence as it's a great way to show ourselves. We were disappointed. We have some more events coming up so it would be great to see you guys there. This makes me remember our retreat conversations, about steeping up and being a leader.

19 IC: I agree, we had these conversations. Be on time to meetings is also important, people have been coming in right at 7 or a bit after, I really want to start on time. Everybody is aware of when we start.

20 JL: If there is a better way to remind people to come that would be appreciated. We sent out emails and the like… maybe a text message.

21 JK: You can make a quiz on Buzzfeed.com so use that.

22 IC: The type of questions should reveal a quality of someone. It will be multiple choice so we need to make it fun.

23 JL: That's the idea, we want to have this be done before the end of march.

24 JL: Every bill passed in the past 3 years on in the website.

25 PM: M2q

26 18 for, 0 opp, 0 abstain. Financial code passes.

27 JL: Quick comment, if we put on events we need to use this program. SRSC, PI, we should all go through this process.

28 PM: When are we going to make this mandatory?

29 RB: Good question, one thing we should do after this we should talk to orgs about including it in the budget. I don't think we can make it mandatory just yet.

30 JL: If the orgs have dishware in their budgets, we can say no to that and have them use the program. It will be well advertised when budgeting comes around.

31 18 for, 0 opp, 0 abstain. Financial code passes.

32 JK: So, as you know, this past Saturday was mac @ nite, it was well attended. We made 19 blankets that will be donated which is great. There were only 3 non-suc members there, we requested a serious presence as it's a great way to show ourselves. We were disappointed. We have some more events coming up so it would be great to see you guys there. This makes me remember our retreat conversations, about steeping up and being a leader.

33 IC: I agree, we had these conversations. Be on time to meetings is also important, people have been coming in right at 7 or a bit after, I really want to start on time. Everybody is aware of when we start.

34 JL: If there is a better way to remind people to come that would be appreciated. We sent out emails and the like… maybe a text message.

35 JK: You can make a quiz on Buzzfeed.com so use that.

36 IC: The type of questions should reveal a quality of someone. It will be multiple choice so we need to make it fun.

37 JL: That's the idea, we want to have this be done before the end of march.

38 JL: Every bill passed in the past 3 years on in the website.

39 PM: M2q

40 18 for, 0 opp, 0 abstain. Compost bill passed.

41 JK: You can make a quiz on Buzzfeed.com so use that.

42 IC: The type of questions should reveal a quality of someone. It will be multiple choice so we need to make it fun.

43 JL: That's the idea, we want to have this be done before the end of march.

44 AH: Continued planning test optional week, we're going to have a panel on Monday on the March 2nd, Tuesday we're collabing with Mac C, talking about social justice. There will be a hint of test optional week there, on Wednesday we'll have a forum. We'll have an op-ed the week before. Maybe a mural with scantron messages on a board would be cool. The alumni fair will take place the last week of march.
JK: I want to describe this thing. There will be 3 normal people and 3 students talking about education on social change in this TED like style. There will be posters, grilled cheese, it’ll be awesome.

SN: This week we have the oscars weekend coming up. We have walking jay and lots on snacks coming up. This Sunday is the oscars and the red carpet. Samosas with me and suresh is coming this Tuesday. For springfest we are in the process of getting food trucks. The artists we have talked to FSTwigs, she couldn't come because of Coachella. T-Pain is something else we're trying. Don't spread it around.

IC: We have 10 minutes to talk about anything we want.

DT: Working on the year events, the first year reps are working on an event, tell some first years you know to come.

RB: I want to talk about Kagins, how can we intervene in the kagin culture whether or not it exists. Does a committee want to take that on.

JL: At the retreat the SOC talked about this, in the past SOC has worked on this. We're going to try to draft a doc that details every possible thing we could do about this. The initial options that came up is having org leaders going through training... org leaders would have to be certified in order to have a kagin.

JL: We have 10 minutes to talk about anything we want.

JL: At the retreat the SOC talked about this, in the past SOC has worked on this. We're going to try to draft a doc that details every possible thing we could do about this. The initial options that came up is having org leaders going through training... org leaders would have to be certified in order to have a kagin.

JL: I had some students talk to me about it. And there was feedback from the student org, for a lot of reasons the students felt overly supervised. There has been a lot of buzz on campus, the student org itself was doing a great job.

JL: I had some students talk to me about it. And there was feedback from the student org, for a lot of reasons the students felt overly supervised. There has been a lot of buzz on campus, the student org itself was doing a great job.

JL: At the retreat the SOC talked about this, in the past SOC has worked on this. We're going to try to draft a doc that details every possible thing we could do about this. The initial options that came up is having org leaders going through training... org leaders would have to be certified in order to have a kagin.

JH: The major emphasis is forcing orgs to follow up on the requirements that was passed last year. There are many requirements but its mainly... staff support backing up what these rules are. The feedback we've gotten has been positive.

JL: Its been one of the most promising options to come up in the past few weeks. We can send it out to the student body. I think a lot of what have been talked about on campus is the possibility of shutting it down. Everything else would be working with campus activities and operations. If anyone wants to work on this... one issue of the year was security guards weren't checking id's and bags. Whats being practiced is not aligned with what is actually going on.

JL: A lot of it is about alcohol... about setting up an event, how to intervene and the like.

JL: At the retreat the SOC talked about this, in the past SOC has worked on this. We're going to try to draft a doc that details every possible thing we could do about this. The initial options that came up is having org leaders going through training... org leaders would have to be certified in order to have a kagin.

JL: Do you have space for the show?

JK: What is this show about?

JOHN: It's a musical about a sexual awakening that happens in Germany, the question is what happens when sexual education happens way too quickly. We're going to do this show with serious themes in order to create a dialogue. We have a cast of 27 and so on, it will affect over 300 Mac students.

JK: Do you have space for the show?

John: It's happening during the spring sampler so there is limited space. We're talking to Joan about getting that done.

KF: m2q

03 18 for, 0 op, 0 abstain

KF: Going back to that Kajin point. Please get feedback from people that have been approaching you, I've had some backlash about changes that will happen, we're trying to get as much feedback as we can.

CD: Maybe give each rep homework to get feedback and bring it to the next meeting.

IC: We have to vote to move to adjourn.

4 for, 14 op, 0 abstain.

AH: I move to sing to Jim.

JK: Move to adjourn.

17 for, 2 op, 0 abstain.

Meeting ends 20:13